Discover The
Secrets OF
Making £100£2,000+ Per Day,
Tax-Free

Trading World
Financial Markets

Profit from Up, Down and even sideways markets...
Let me show you how you can copy
me and do the same within 14 days
from now, starting from scratch and
regardless of your background –
Test it Risk FREE!
Learn from and model your trades after
someone who’s already done it thousands
of times during the last 30 years… raking
in millions of pounds in profits… with
uncertain times being some of the most
lucrative of all years.
My name is Vince Stanzione, and I’ve done
just that.

My highly-guarded secrets work equally well
for the beginners as well as the seasoned
trader, and puts an unfair (yet totally legal)
advantage on your side of the trade.
I’m so confident that you’ll make MORE
MONEY while using this
system, regardless of market
conditions - that I’m putting
my OWN money where my
mouth is…
Vince Stanzione
Trading Guru

TheSpreadTrader.co.uk
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Dear Friend and Fellow Investor,
This is NOT a ‘Get Rich Quick’ system. If you’re looking for one of those,
there’s plenty to be found elsewhere – but it’s not within MY financial trading
system.
You have in your hands – the keys to a new opportunity - a completely new way
for ANYONE to make an incredible income, simply by trading various aspects
of certain Financial Markets ...

This trading system works regardless of whether these
markets are booming... crashing... or even moving sideways
right now!!
The type of trading I’m talking about takes no more than 15 minutes a day
(lunchtime at your current job or evenings at home). Even those who have NO
experience have raked in hundreds – even thousands of pounds – each week
when using these methods.

So, What’s The Catch?
Actually there are two:
Number 1: You need some basic computer skills.
Number 2: You need an internet connection
wherever you want to do the trading –
from home, work, handheld device, etc.
If you have both of these, then making profits between £100 to £2,000+ a day,
REALLY can be as simple as ‘flicking a switch’ (... and I’ll explain exactly how in
just a moment)!
You see, while most trading systems are too difficult, too complicated or just
too time consuming for the average investor to use, over the last 30 years, I’ve
been using my unrivalled knowledge of the financial markets to make a Multi
Million pound fortune using such a simple strategy, that I genuinely could teach
a 12 year old how to follow it.

Just 15 minutes a day. Trade from a laptop, iPad or
smartphone at a time that suits you. Trade from
anywhere. Students in 109 countries – total freedom.
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Now if you’ll allow me, I’d love to show you how to ‘flick-on your own switch’
in order to make a regular income for yourself and your family... and to PROVE
how confident I am that this will work for you too ...

You’ll Get My “Full 12-Month, No Exceptions Guarantee”
On All Training! That’s Right - If You Don’t Get The
Financial Gains I’m Promising, You’ll Get A Full Refund!
“If you’re fed up with everyone getting a ‘financial bail-out’ but you
(especially when you’re the one paying for it!), Or tired of the so-called
‘investment experts’ who couldn’t see the current financial meltdown
coming ahead of time, and surely couldn’t beat the blind-folded monkey
throwing darts at the stock chart… still charging you large commissions
and high annual fees when they lose your money, then keep reading…”

Some of the things you’ll discover as
you read the rest of this letter...
How you can turn SMALL financial investments into thousands of pounds of
TAX FREE profits from the comfort of your home by following my simple Step
by Step system.
How anyone with or without experience can understand the ‘flicking the
switch’ principle to guarantee profits from trading the financial markets.
How you really can trade in about 15 minutes a day without giving up what
you’re doing now if you don’t want to, and you’ll make more money than most
people earn in a week.And yes, you can do this at your convenience: mornings,
evenings or even lunchtimes!
How you can test my unique trading strategies for ONE FULL YEAR
without risking a penny. This alone could effectively make my training
FREE OF CHARGE to you!
You’ll discover the secrets of precision-timed trading in certain Global Financial
Markets that can make HUGE sums, regardless of the stocks moving direction:
crashing, booming or even moving sideways.

Test drive with a Virtual Account.
Test the system with a no-risk virtual account.
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Why my system is different from anything else you’ll
have seen before and written PROOF from individuals,
who have already changed their lives and the lives of
their loved ones once they began using it.
And above all, my credibility. Why you should listen to
me and the REALISTIC returns you can expect if you do.

So, how would YOU like to be one of a small
group of individuals trading like this and making realistic
returns of £100 to £2,000+ PER DAY… EVEN WHEN THE
ECONOMY IS CRASHING DOWN AROUND EVERYONE ELSE?!!
This is real, and the time is right ...
If you’re sick of earning 1% on your savings,
watching your retirement account shrink, fed up with
paying your financial advisor HIS commissions and
outrageous annual fees while he’s doing nothing but
losing your money… or even if you’ve already tried
and failed with other trading systems in the past ...
I’m absolutely certain that I can show you how to make more money than ANY
other form of investment, and not only that, the returns can be massive!
I’ve literally made millions from performing these simple techniques I’m
offering you here.There’s nothing stopping you from doing the same:
REALISTICALLY, you could easily be ‘flicking on your own financial switch’ and
begin making sums like £100 to £2,000+ PER DAY – and you can start doing
this in as little as 14 days from now!
Imagine less than one month from now - the difference an additional £100 or
£200 (on the low end) every single day would make in your life.
Then imagine the difference an additional £1,000 or £2,000 every single day
would mean to you. If this is something you’re interested in...

For Beginners or Pros. Whether you’re a complete beginner
or you already trade, I can help you make more money and give
you an unfair advantage... REGARDLESS of market conditions.
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I’m willing to send you my complete trading system
and let you use it for the entire year – Risk Free! You can
study it, use it and profit from it during the entire year.
Now I’ll explain the full details of this ‘can’t lose’ offer in a second but just
before I do that, the obvious question you’re probably asking is: “If Vince makes
so much money from trading the financial markets ...why would he want to
share this with me? Let alone, show me exactly how to do it myself?”
Well, in order for me to answer your burning question, let me tell you a little
bit about myself and it’ll become clear.
By the way I’m not telling you any of this to brag, show off or impress you, I’m
simply revealing this side of me to impress upon you that I honestly know these
trading techniques like the back of my hand and can teach anyone how to do it
– and I’m totally genuine in my motives.
You see, I’ve become a self-made Multi-Millionaire doing EXACTLY what I’m
offering you here. I know that anyone who follows my trading system can make
money from it without having to be glued to a computer screen all day.
My income has allowed me to live an incredibly rewarding lifestyle. I travel all
over the world and 90% of my trading is done from the terrace of my private
villa in Mallorca, Spain (...which is where I choose to spend most of the year
these days. These are actual photos of my home - a long way from the 1 bedroom
apartment I was living in Luton some years ago) or sipping
Cappuccino by the yachts at the nearby Puerto Portals Marina.
I’m also probably THE most successful independent ‘spread
- trader’ in the UK, having been featured in various
international newspapers, websites and magazines
including ...
The Observer, Sunday Express, The Wall Street Journal,
Reuters, The New York Times, Guardian, Independent
On Sunday, Mail On Sunday, The Times, Shares Magazine, Investors Chronicle,
Bloomberg, Sky News, What Investments, Self Made Millionaire, IFA online…
just to name a few. I am also a New York Times bestselling author.

Take Action Now and the package can be in
your hands within 72 hours – Order today at
www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk

I’m the real deal. I’m working this same system every day - just like I want
you to do. I’m NOT some fly-by-night ‘nobody’ that’s new to this - I have over 30
years in this business. Publications of this calibre wouldn’t be writing about me
or listening to what I’ve got to say if I didn’t have absolute credibility!
Back in my early days, I worked in the city… on one of those busy trading floors
that you see on TV, and my full-time job was to buy/sell
shares and futures relating to indices and/or currencies.
The banks I worked for then would literally trade millions
of pounds every day - money that you and I simply didn’t
have, nor would we ever consider risking if we did.
However, because of the ‘stakes’ involved, I would often
make my employers over 1 million dollars A DAY in

“The summer period beginning late May to early August was
extremely profitable. I earned up to £30,000 from indices
trades on the Dow, FTSE and S&P, Thanks Vince” Mr M Mears
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profit! Even back then, I remember thinking to myself “If I could just trade a
tiny amount of what I do for them, but through my own account, I could easily
make £1,000 a day for myself and be set for life.”
Unfortunately, at the time, the ‘little guy’ wasn’t able to get a foot in the door
and trade like we can now… so I decided to leave the city and start my own
business doing something completely different.
I actually became quite successful and never really thought about the moneymarkets again until one day, quite by chance, I saw an article in the Financial
Times which opened my eyes to a new way of trading, something that involved
much smaller stakes and much less risk ...
Best of all, it was based upon what I used to do but now the profits could be
paid directly into my own personal bank account or retirement account.
It was just what I’d been looking for, and using my unrivalled knowledge of
trading, I was able to develop a set of trading methods and started making
huge returns, almost immediately.
Now it wasn’t all smooth sailing at first. I made mistakes ...There was of course
a learning curve – but that’s the best part of what I’m offering you here: You get
to learn from MY mistakes back then, and cut the curve down by LOTS!

Yes, I lost many thousands of pounds but I also
GAINED MILLIONS... and since then I’ve been able to
refine my methods into a ‘hyper-efficient system’ that
comprises ONLY the elements that really work!
And of course, this is the exact same system that I want to share
with you!
Take a look overleaf at some of the returns that I’ve been getting RECENTLY to
give you an idea of the kind of potential that I’m talking about ...

Easy to Follow, step-by-step system

that tells you when to buy – and more importantly –
when to sell. No jargon and no second guessing.
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And yes that is nearly $60,000 (£38,000) of profit in one day and the total
gains on those Trades just under ½ million dollars.

Overleaf are 2015/2016 trades which proves I can still make money today. That is
over $334,000 £219,000. You can access more statements and press cuttings at
www.fintraders.com

“This course has played a fundamental part in my ability to make
consistent profits trading US & UK markets. It also provides a great
ongoing reference tool. Time and money well invested!” George Harrison
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Why would I want to share this with you?
Well first, if you make money in the same market I’m making money – It doesn’t
affect me in any way at all. If it did, I wouldn’t be telling you!
And of course, it’s NOT because I need the money (... although I will make a
little ‘fun’ money from selling my system).
Fundamentally though, it comes down to two things – conscience and
prestige!
Over the past few years, I’ve told a few friends and family about what I do in a
“very vague way”, but I’d never explained fully the nuts-and-bolts of the trading
system.
Unfortunately, a few of them, thinking this was ‘easy money’, went out and
tried it on their own ... and you’ve guessed it: they ended up losing an awful
lot of cash… because they didn’t have the complete system and didn’t learn the
techniques properly.
Of course I felt bad for them, and it got me thinking...

Take Action Now and the package can be in
your hands within 72 hours – Order today at
www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk
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I have made Millions of pounds
from this trading system...
I already have the dream lifestyle, I own multiple houses around the world, I
work whenever I feel like it, and my life is pretty much perfect, except for one
little thing...
Financial trading has been good to me - it’s relatively easy, yet it’s made me
phenomenally successful, so it upsets me when I see how many people try to
get into this business and fail miserably!
Not only do they lose their hard earned money to greedy stockbrokers, software
vendors, seminar sharks and investment brokers, but often the loss is directly
related to a lack of proper training and poor advice.

Spare 10 minutes a day – I will show you How to make
a Great Second income from your computer following
my step by step system trading financial markets
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I couldn’t find any – not one – honest guide to trading… so I decided to do
something about it. I decided to build my own. I started with a complete
manual of charts, graphs, examples, along with complete explanations of each
trading technique.

Which is such a
shame because
ANYONE CAN
DO IT if they
just follow a few
basic rules...

Of course, having spent a good five years gathering and writing everything I
learned throughout the years of trading wasn’t easy - I now believe it’s the best,
most complete information out there. Way ahead the best information on this
subject, much better than anything else out there.

But don’t just take my word... here’s what others have
said after investing in and learning from my system:
“The summer period beginning late May to early August was extremely
profitable. I earned up to £30,000 from indices trades on the Dow, FTSE
and S&P, Thanks Vince”
Mr M Mears
“This course has played a fundamental part in my ability to make consistent
profits trading US & UK markets. It also provides a great ongoing reference
tool. Time and money well invested!”
George Harrison
“I’ve used the workbook and video extensively. My profits since beginning
trading in June are currently in excess of £65,000”
Mr John Turner (trading statements on file)
“I found the workbook easy to follow and very clearly written. Being a technical
author, clarity in educational material is a high priority”
Mrs Debbie Allen

Full Support. If you get stuck I am here to help you.
Plus you’ll have full access to the members’
website with tools to help you succeed.
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“A practical, useful and easy to understand workbook backed up by visual
aids (video). A constant source of reference”		
Steve Watts
“Great insight into an otherwise exclusive world, still not sure why you would
want to share this with the ordinary folk but thanks anyway, I’m glad you did”
Mr Graham Souter
“The best home study course on the topic available. Worth every penny!”
Mr Ian Panton
“Excellent content, informative and inspiring. My experience of my virtual
account has been very encouraging – up £7,000. Vince, I receive a lot of
material promoting me riches most of which ends up where it deserves!
Mr Roger Firestone
Warm regards”
“The workbook is very easy to comprehend and the video is clear, well
Mr A Showman
recorded and complements the workbook”
“Vince, you are one of the few genuine & honest people within this industry –
Mr Stephen Felton
keep me informed of any new services”
“From the initial letter the logic, openness and honesty of Vince’s approach
and business model was very appealing to me. I found this product very
enlightening and easy to follow as it not only clarified many myths about the
market but provided me with a simple and easy framework to follow for
Mr Ian Kiley
trading success”
(I have binders full of real, signed testimonials from people all over the world,
who are successfully using my trading system to change their lives, all of which
have been obtained in strict accordance with section 14.1 of the Advertising
Standards Authority code).
Anyway, the point is, since I’ve written this course I have students all over the
world (... from 109 different countries) who are already using my system to
make MASSIVE changes to their lifestyles, even as you’re reading this letter.

And they’re not all Wall Street types either, far from it...
“I’ve used the workbook and video extensively.
My profits since beginning trading in June are currently in
excess of £65,000” Mr John Turner (trading statements on file)
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...these are ordinary people just like you and me - including restaurant
owners, dentists, florists, jewellers, electrical contractors, plumbers,
housewives, cab drivers and even a few heart surgeons!
Most of them were completely new to trading before they started following
my system.

Take Action Now and the package can be in
your hands within 72 hours – Order today at
www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk
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Some had already spent thousands on other trading systems, courses
and materials before they found me – but each said they’d never made a
‘breakthrough’ in trading until they started my system…
…until they started using MY methods (...I told you there was a little prestige
involved - this does my ego a hell of a lot of good)!
Anyway, the point is, whether you join me or not, it’ll make no difference to my
trading profits...
I’ll still have the dream lifestyle ... I’ll still have multiple houses around the
world ... and I’ll still continue to make thousands of dollars every day ... and so
will my students.

So what EXACTLY Is It That I Want You To Copy?
Well, it’s actually quite elementary...
Just as the banks have done for years to make their profits - I’m able to use
similar techniques (... but on a much smaller scale) using very carefully
calculated ‘risks’ to almost ‘guarantee’ a profit every time.
It doesn’t matter where I am, or what I’m doing, as long as I can get online, I
simply access a few websites on my laptop computer or handheld device, follow
the strict criteria of the system, and then place a few relatively small trades,
according to whether a particular market, share, commodity or currency is
going up ... down ... or even sideways.
The whole process literally takes around 15 minutes (... no more than half an
hour ... sometimes less than 10 minutes) and then I go off and enjoy the rest of
my day – I’m NOT tied to the computer!

I know that sounds like ‘hype’ but it’s
absolutely true, and for that I’m able to pull
in regular PROFITS of over £5,000 a day ...
All profits from Financial Spread Betting
and Binary Trading are TAX FREE –
you keep all your profits
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The secret is to know which ‘direction’ that particular market is going, and
that’s where my system is so unique because it automates virtually everything
for you. In fact the steps are SO simple that I could teach an averagely bright 12
year old how to follow them.
That said, I don’t want to mislead you, I’ve been doing this for 26 years and
I know how to play the game so I don’t expect you to start at my level (...
although there’s absolutely NO REASON why you couldn’t) ...

... but REALISTICALLY, if you take me up on what I’m
about to offer you, you could be pulling in anywhere
between £100 and £2,000+ a day - WITHIN 14 DAYS from
now… from scratch and just a small starting budget!!!
Of course I realise these figures may seem unbelievable at first, especially if
you’re new to this and what with all the other junk ‘schemes’ that are around
at the moment but just to give you an idea of what’s truly achievable when you
follow my system, take a look at what Dr. Kremer did ...
Just 8 days of putting my system to the ‘test’, he made a clear profit of £7,900...
“The trading system is impeccable and the judgment acquired is beyond
price. Within eight days I had made £7,900…quite incredible”
Dr M Kremer (trading statements on file)
And then there’s Chris Muldoon who got my trading system and set an
audacious target to make £250,000... within 12-months. As you can see, he was
in profit to the tune of £230,000 before deciding to treat himself to a holiday of
a lifetime in New Zealand ...
“I am just saying thank you for your course and video which has
enabled me to become a successful trader. I have had a great
year, my target was £250,000 and I am up £230,000 to the 11/7
when I closed 90% of my trades and went to New Zealand. I have
only started back trading today and feel more relaxed and more
confident than ever before. Thanks again”

“The trading system is impeccable and the judgment
acquired is beyond price. Within eight days I had made £7,900…
quite incredible” Dr M Kremer (trading statements on file)
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The great thing about this is that it’s up to you how fast or slow you go ...
you can start by making very small trades to begin with and when you feel
more confident, you can start placing bigger trades more frequently. You decide
your own tolerance level.
Now, I know you’re going to be saying to yourself “OK, that’s all well and good,
but if you could predict the direction of a market that accurately, surely other
people have caught on by now and everyone would be doing it!”

Well actually - NO.
Anyone who claims they have a trading system that never loses on a trade is
outright lying, and mine is no different. After all, that’s the name of the game
but although my system almost invariably gets it right, I really want to be
absolutely open and honest with you ...
Every now and again (... and usually through unforeseen circumstances and
NOT the fault of the system itself) things CAN go against it.
Not often, but it does happen ...

But this is where ‘flicking the switch’ comes in
This is the first of my three core principles and probably ‘THE’ most
important aspect of ANY trading situation, yet it’s the one thing that so many
people get so wrong (... even professional traders).

YOU CAN NEVER LOSE ENOUGH
MONEY TO HURT YOU
In fact I’d go as far as to say that this is the number one ‘secret’ to my success
and why I’ve made so much cash from doing what I consider to be the best ‘job’
in the world!
You see, for many traders, when a market goes against them for whatever
reason, it’s an absolute disaster, but for me it’s just a simple matter of making
sure it doesn’t get out of hand...

I’m willing to send you my complete trading system and let
you use it for the entire year – Risk Free! YOU CAN STUDY IT,
USE IT AND PROFIT FROM IT DURING THE ENTIRE YEAR.
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And the ‘Switch’ takes care of all that!
Think of it like this ... You know those trip-switches (located
inside your fuse box…usually found underneath the stairs or
garage)? They control the electricity going to different parts
of your house.
Well they’re a safety device - if something goes wrong
with your kettle… the kitchen fuse will flip off and kill the
electricity supply to that room before it can do any SERIOUS
damage to your house.

OK, you might have to buy a new kettle but that
switch will stop your house burning down!!!
And just like ‘flicking the switch’, you can set your trades to ‘turn off’ (...
cancel) so they NEVER cause you any lasting financial damage if something
doesn’t go your way!
Not only that, because of the way this works, you can set the switch to ‘turn off’
automatically! Can you see the power of this? You can set your trades to ‘turn
off’ (... to be cancelled), even when you’re not there – when you’re out enjoying
your life!
Just imagine, running the system in the
morning, setting up a few small trades and
then going off to spend the day fishing,
reading in the library, playing with the kids
on the swing-set, whatever YOU would do
with your new-found free time. You would
rest assured, knowing that in the unlikely event that the system doesn’t predict
the price movement accurately, the built in safety features will kick in and
simply NOT ALLOW you to lose anything of any significance (... rather like your
house not burning down)!
Of course if you’ve had any experience of the financial markets already, then
you may well be familiar with this concept but let me tell you now, so few
people get it right (... even some so-called ‘professional’ traders)!

Take Action Now and the package can be in
your hands within 72 hours – Order today at
www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk
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But with my system, it’s so EASY to set the safety features and forget it. You
then just go away and enjoy the rest of your day!
However, I can’t stress this point strongly enough ... If you follow my system
and do everything I show you (... nothing difficult don’t forget), not only will
you NEVER lose more money than you allow yourself, BUT ...

. . .THE AMOUNT OF PROFIT YOU
MAKE IS VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED!
This is the second of my core principles and it’s really quite amazing, in fact
it almost seems too easy sometimes, but this is EXACTLY how I made a multimillion dollar fortune, and there’s nothing stopping you from doing this too.
I love these kinds of odds: MINIMAL LOSSES (... the system will tell you the
maximum you can allow for this) and UNLIMITED GAINS...
Which brings me nicely on to the third of my core principles...
Because ‘trading’ involves ONLY trading on the ‘price movement’ of a particular
market...

. . . IT DOESN’T MATTER IF THAT MARKET
IS GOING UP, DOWN, OR EVEN SIDEWAYS!
Do you understand what this means? It means, when you follow my trading
system...

You can even make money when a market DROPS in value!
Regardless of the economy, regardless of what other people are saying,
regardless of how ‘other’ investments are performing, it really doesn’t matter.
If you use my system correctly, strictly limited losses and unlimited gains mean
you ALWAYS make money...

I was in Las Vegas over Christmas at the Wynn &
Bellagio Hotels and I placed one trade using my iPad and made
over £20,000. See the exact trade at www.fintraders.com
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There’s something else to consider as well...
You don’t have to be glued to a computer screen 12 hours a day, in fact, as I
often point out to my trading students...

If you’re spending more than 30-minutes
a day trading, you’re probably doing
something wrong... terribly wrong!
Which I think you’ll find is completely the opposite to most other trading
systems you’ll come across.

My system gives you total freedom...
Thanks to cheap internet access and cheap computing power (... a £299
computer does more than my $1million trading computer did back in the 80’s),
you can literally do what large banks and financial institutions do, but on a
much more personal level. Ultimately, what amounts to peanuts for them, will
become a ‘life changing’ income for you!
You’ll require no licenses, no special equipment and you can trade from your
home, office, or pretty much anywhere you can get an internet connection (...
something many other systems claim, but very few can deliver on).

"This is a great course that
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I want to do with my day.
I usually then log on to my computer, visit
a few specific websites, let the system tell
me what to trade (... or whether or not
to even bother on certain occasions), log
out and that’s it ... days ‘work’ done. I then
go away and enjoy the rest of it ... literally!
You don’t need an expensive
office…
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That’s what I do - I get up when it suits me, I have a relaxed, leisurely breakfast,
read the papers and only then decide what I want to do with my day.
I usually then log on to my computer, visit a few specific websites, let the
system tell me what to trade (... or whether or not to even bother on certain
occasions), log out and that’s it ... days ‘work’ done. I then go away and enjoy
the rest of it ... literally!

You don’t need an expensive office…
Because trading is one of the few businesses that genuinely can be done from
a laptop computer or hand-held device, anywhere in the world, you don’t even
need an office, or furniture, or employees and the other hassles, maintenance
and costs that go with them and bureaucracy that plague us these days when
you have a traditional business.
With my system, as long as you can connect to the internet, you can do this
from a cheap old laptop computer at home, in the garden, sitting on the yacht
or even from the top of a mountain if you wanted to!!

Easy to Follow, step-by-step system

that tells you when to buy – and more importantly –
when to sell. No jargon and no second guessing.
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No staff
It’s funny, the amount of people who assume I have a team of people working
in a back room, punching numbers and doing all the complicated stuff for
me. It’s laughable really because what I do is just so simple, you don’t need
employees – heck, you barely need to do anything yourself!

Little or no start up costs
I really want to stress this point.
You DON’T need a massive bank
balance to do this...
Practice trading first with a free,
virtual account. Then, when you
are ready, you need around £500
minimum to open an account. Once you see this in action and your profits
increasing rapidly, you’ll be itching to get on with the bigger numbers, just as I do.

Bottom line: this is simply
the most wonderfully satisfying,

HASSLE-FREE

way of making an incredible
stress-free living!

Take Action Now and the package can be in
your hands within 72 hours – Order today at
www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk
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Okay, would you like to know a little bit more?
Well, it’s not my intention to give too much away in this letter but my trading
system is available in a unique home-study course called ‘Making Money From
Financial Spread Trading’.

On the next page are a few of the specific things you’ll learn if you choose
to take the risk-free trial (...don’t worry if some of the terms don’t mean much
at the moment, everything is explained in clear, easy-to-understand, plain
language in the course itself) :-

Have you always dreamed of making a living whilst relaxing on a beach
or from the comfort and freedom of your own home... even from your
favourite coffee shop? Here’s your chance to escape the 9 to 5
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How to trade typical commodities that you use every day
such as oil, gas, coffee and sugar, regardless of whether their
prices are falling, rising or even trading sideways.
Easy ways to trade on interest rates such as Bonds, Long Gilt, Euro
Dollar and Euro Swiss.
Foolproof methods to profitably trade US, European and UK
stocks, again regardless of whether their prices are going UP
or DOWN.
How to make money from digital options and make profitable
trades when markets go SIDEWAYS.
Discover successful simple trading strategies that will take no
more than 15 minutes (... maximum) of your time per day and
make more money than most people earn in a week!
The 3 steps that take 10 minutes a day (... either in the evening or
first thing in the morning) which will GUARANTEE you’re trading
the MOST profitable markets.
Why the crowd is wrong 90% of the time ... and how to exploit
this for maximum profit.
The one ‘insider’ report that you really must check every week (...
available free online) that tells you what’s TRULY happening in the
financial markets.
How to make money with different trading strategies. Here I
reveal my EXACT rules for buying and selling a trade that are
so clear, I could teach them to a 12-year-old and they would
beat 90% of fund managers.
The real facts about technical trading and reading trading charts
correctly... and why 90% of all technical trading formations and
indications don’t work. I’ll show you the 10% that DO work and
how to follow them quickly and easily.

All profits from Financial Spread Betting
and Binary Trading are TAX FREE
– you keep all your profits
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A full list of all the totally independent financial bookmakers. I
also explain how to squeeze the best out of your broker and how to
use ‘special orders’ so they do the hard work for you and you don’t
need to be stuck at a computer screen.
I’ll explain the secrets to my trading style – including what I
PERSONALLY look for in the markets and how I trade myself.
I’ll explain where to get free information from the Internet which is
‘out of bounds’ from the general public. This way you can see what
the professional traders are buying and selling.
The golden rules of financial trading, taken from 30 years of
my personal trading ... my clients’ trading history... and over
100 years of research and backtesting. I’ll reveal the exact rules
winning traders follow as well as the mistakes the losing traders
make.

And so much, much more...
Here is what you get...

Component #1:
Making Money From
Financial Spread Trading

This unique manual contains the exact ‘blueprint’
I use myself, as do my many students all over the
world to make hundreds … thousands … and
even tens of thousands of pounds every single
week from the financial markets.
Laid out in a simple step-by-step format, it maps out the whole process from
start to finish, right from the basics of setting yourself up, all the way through
to making HUGE profits as a successful independent financial trader. Just
to be clear this is a hardcopy professionally printed workbook which will be
delivered to your door not some cheap Ebook download.

For Beginners or Pros. Whether you’re a complete beginner
or you already trade, I can help you make more money and give
you an unfair advantage... REGARDLESS of market conditions.
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Here are some of the ‘secrets’ you’ll discover
from this one resource alone:
How I went from a 16-year-old social and academic drop-out
on just £5,000 a year, to making my first million at age 26, and
multiple millions by age 36!
What the trading brokers don’t want you to know (... and pray you
never find out) so they can keep ‘fleecing’ you without you even
being aware of it.
How to trade and profit quickly from a particular type of
market if you need extra money sitting in your bank account
by the end of the same day (pages 25-30).
8 secrets from my multi-millionaire perspective that I wish I knew
30 years ago when I was just starting out. These are the ‘invisible’
secrets behind my phenomenal trading success that I KNOW you
can benefit from too, when you utilise them.
The ‘flicking the switch’ principle that allows you to legally ‘lock
in’ profits from your trades, even if you get hit over the head
and suffer memory loss just after you’ve placed the order!
A specific trading principle that instantly enables you to ‘cream
off’ money from daily price movements of $4.2 TRILLION
DOLLARS in foreign exchange markets (... don’t worry, it’s
perfectly legal in the USA and there’s nothing unethical about
doing this)!
Examples of how to make money from UP trades and examples
of how to make money from DOWN trades.
The most dangerous thing you can do once you’ve placed your
trade. You’ll be surprised at this one!
Where to place your very first trade. This ‘market
opportunity’ gives you 3 advantages that you’d be crazy to
ignore (page 54).

Take Action Now and the package can be in
your hands within 72 hours – Order today at
www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk
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What to look for on your computer screen that will enable
even a raw novice to instantly ‘read’ the market. This is great
information if you want to put an ‘unfair advantage” on your
side when placing (... and exiting) a trade (pages 118 – 121).
How to make money from the markets (... using a rarely used
technique) that enables you to make money when a market ‘flat
lines’ or moves SIDEWAYS.
Why, contrary to popular belief, you should pray for volatility
and even financial market crashes.
An easy and 100% ethical way to trade like an ‘insider’ ... without
breaking ANY law.
How to recognise ‘unseen forces’ operating in every market
and how to use each of them to ‘stack the deck’ in your favour.
How to know the absolute critical moments to enter and when
to exit a trade for maximum profits and minimum losses. Your
friends will think you can see into the future!!

And there’s A LOT more including...
How to make huge chunks of cash when everybody else is
complaining because interest rates are the lowest in 10 years!
Why you can increase your chances of making money in the
commodities markets by watching a bizarre Eddie Murphy
comedy…
The ‘grain of rice’ principle that forces your trading profits to
multiply at an astonishing rate.

I’m willing to send you my complete trading system and let
you use it for the entire year – Risk Free! YOU CAN STUDY IT,
USE IT AND PROFIT FROM IT DURING THE ENTIRE YEAR.
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Worldwide access - My workbook has a full list of brokers that
will deal in a number of countries including UK, Ireland, Europe,
Australia, Singapore, South Africa and Canada as well as a list of
brokers that deal in Russian, Spanish, Italian, German, French,
Chinese and other languages. Yes you can even ‘leverage’ the
amount of money you make by trading in ‘non-English- speaking’
markets!!

Component #2:
‘Making Money From
Financial Spread Trading’
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For your Free Ebook ‘10 Top trading Tips the Pros
Don’t Tell you’ and 30-minute DVD download
Visit www.fintraders.com
REE ACCESS TO VINCE STANZIONE’S PRIVATE MEMBERSHIP

COMPONENT #3:
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Component #3:

Free Access To Vince Stanzione’s Private
Membership Financial Trading Website
Unlike other companies that take your money and forget you, I’ve set up a
member’s only website which you can get immediate free access to…

Here you’ll receive special updates to my material such as…
• Easy to read trading charts …
• ‘At a glance’ prices for every major market …
• My Trading Simulator where you can practice trading with real markets and real
prices but with virtual money ...
Basically, EVERYTHING you need that will help you make money as an
independent financial trader.

I was in Las Vegas over Christmas at the Wynn &
Bellagio Hotels and I placed one trade using my iPad and made
over £20,000. See the exact trade at www.fintraders.com
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Component #4:

Daily Updates & Trendspotter™
As part of the membership website you’ll also get access to the
Trendspotter™ system.
DAILY UPDATES & TRENDSPOTTER™
Simply log in once (... usually at the end of the day) and the Trendspotter™
As part of the membership website you’ll also get access to the Trendspotter™
system
system.will give you accurate readings on numerous markets including:
Dow Jones, S&P 500, Gold, Crude Oil, and all the major currency markets.
Simply log in once (... usually at the end of the day) and the Trendspotter™
system will give you accurate readings on numerous markets including: Dow
Why would you want to know about these?
Jones, S&P500, Gold, Crude Oil, and all the major currency markets.

COMPONENT #4:
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Spread Trading’ package.

Take Action Now and the package can be in
your hands within 72 hours – Order today at
www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk
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Component #5:

Complete Binary Options Guide
To Successful Trading Ebook
I said before that I hate gambling because that relies on
chance but my system is based on highly controlled and
cleverly ‘calculated risk’, so I don’t consider it to be gambling at all ...
I will show you how to profit from up down and sideways markets using
fixed odds trades or binary options in my electronic book ‘A Complete Binary
Options Guide To Successful Trading ’ which is also included with my homestudy course.
Fixed Odds allow you to trade and profit from UP, DOWN and even SIDEWAYS
movements in the financial markets. And you can trade and profit from bets
lasting just 1 minute all the way up to 180-days!!
Let’s just say, this electronic book, gives you an ‘ace up your sleeve’ when it
comes to trading and profiting from the financial markets, an ‘ace’ that 99% of
even experienced traders won’t have. You can download and read (...or print
out) the book right from your computer screen or put it on your iPad.
89% profit in 24 hours. Sounds impossible but here is the proof – I will show
you how binary bets can make you 80%, 90% + returns normally within a few
days and of course you can repeat this and compound your profits so even a
small account can grow.
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Component #6:
A £20 Free Trade

As soon as you open a trading account it will be credited
with £20 before you even place your first trade.
This way you can ‘get your feet wet’ without using your own
money. Of course you get to keep 100% of the profits you make
from that trade which you can then use for your next one.
In no time you’ll build up your own trading bank and it won’t
have cost you a penny!
So there we are. There’s just so much EASY-TO-FOLLOW
information jam-packed into this unique home study course
– all the information that has enabled me to become a MultiMillionaire ...

Stop press:

I have just finished
a new Ebook called

Trading The
Forex Market
The Smart Way

and I will make sure
you receive a link
to download this. I
will show you how to
trade the currency
markets with small
stake, limited risk
yet high pay-outs.

...THIS IS THE SAME SYSTEM that I now want to hand over
to you, the one that I genuinely believe could enable YOU to
easily make between £100 to £2,000+ a day in a very short
period of time.
There are NO expensive seminars to attend ... there’s NO
ongoing monthly commitment to get to the next installment...
and NO need to buy any licenses to get you to the next stage...

You get everything you need in one
complete package, so that you can
start profiting IMMEDIATELY!
Spare 10 minutes a day – I will show you How to make
a Great Second income from your computer following
my step by step system trading financial markets
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Which brings me nicely to what I want in return for this incredible material.
Well here’s the bottom line ...
I’m not going to insult your intelligence with loads of marketing talk and
telling you how much this system is worth (or worse yet, just keep jacking up
the price)…
Here’s the good news: Your complete trading package is just £447.77
But here’s the BETTER news: In an effort to help those who are truly
interested in changing their lives through trading - I’ve decided to partially
finance the cost of this trading system.
I’m not a charity and I’m not going to devalue this system by giving it away for
peanuts. Over the years, I’ve found that when people get something for little
(or nothing at all), that’s exactly what they end up doing with it over time –
absolutely nothing! Well, I don’t want those people to have my system. I’m
looking to help those who want to help themselves… those who want to learn
more, trade better, make some serious money and enhance their lives and the
lives of their families.

For the first 197 ‘Making Money From Financial Spread
Trading” packages ordered – here’s the deal: I’m going to
charge you one payment of £197.77 when I ship the system
to you. I’ll pay the remaining £250 for you,
until you make a CLEAR TRADING
PROFIT OF £1,000 FROM MY SYSTEM!
I’m so sure my trading system will work for you too, that
I’m putting my own money on the line!
Fair enough?

For Beginners or Pros. Whether you’re a complete beginner
or you already trade, I can help you make more money and give
you an unfair advantage... REGARDLESS of market conditions.
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I’m sure you’ll agree, £197.77 is a ridiculously small investment to get your hands
on something that could realistically enable you to give up your current job (...
for those who want to of course) ... or let you treat your loved ones to the finer
things in life ... or send your kids to college… or pay off the mortgage debt…
but above all else – this system will give you the FREEDOM to live your life
however it suits you!!!
Plus… Don’t forget…

It All Comes
With A 12-Month,
No Exceptions,
100% Money Back
Guarantee!!
Most trading systems only come with a
30-day guarantee. Some have no guarantee at all.
But I believe in ‘bending over backwards’ to ensure you never have to worry
about making the right decision to invest in my ‘Making Money From
Financial Spread Trading 2015 Edition’ package.

To order your package, simply visit
www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk
or call 0118 947 66 30 – there are only
197 systems available at the price of £197.77!
If your order is received after all 197 systems are gone, we will notify you
immediately. This offer is only good for the first 197.
but when they’re gone… they’re gone.

Take Action Now and the package can be in
your hands within 72 hours – Order today at
www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk
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Bottom line? Let me send you the entire trading system to try out for yourself
(...you can go as slow or as fast as you want) and if after following the simple
steps of my trading system for a full 12-months, and you can honestly say it
hasn’t made you AT LEAST £1,000 IN PURE PROFIT...
... then simply return the material and I will personally see to it that you get a
full and immediate refund.
This way, even if you request your money back, you’ll have had my trading
secrets and used my system FREE FOR A WHOLE YEAR...

IT WILL NOT HAVE COST
YOU A SINGLE PENNY!
You have nothing to lose, but
everything to gain, but time is
short and you must act fast.
I’ve rattled a few cages in the
financial community by revealing
so much valuable information for
the measly price of £197.77, that’s
why I have to cut it off at 197 orders for now.
So I guess it’s decision time ...
Are you a dreamer, someone who wishes they could get a break but never really
puts in the effort? That’s the majority I’m afraid.
Dreamers dream but never really make it ... talkers talk but never really do it
... unfortunately most people are either dreamers or talkers and the majority
end up broke, sick or unhappy! Will you be one of them?
Or will you take this amazing opportunity to become one of those TRULY
successful people in the world, who try new things and invariably reap the
rewards?

Spare 10 minutes a day – I will show you How to make
a Great Second income from your computer following
my step by step system trading financial markets
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Today you have the most amazing opportunity to be one of the successful
people...

My System Works...
It’s Available Now...

and YOU really can use it to build a much
more satisfying and rewarding lifestyle
As I said, I have no intention of keeping the discounted price of £197.77
available forever, This is a strictly limited offer...
Simply choose one of the following two ways to secure
your trading system…
1. Call the office now on: 0118 947 66 30 and quote
PARTPAY offer or ...
2. Place your secure order online by going to:

www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk

If you want to grab an opportunity to change
your life with both hands at the heavily
discounted rate then all you have to do is
order quickly...
Do it today and WITHIN A FEW DAYS
you’ll be holding a parcel in your hands
that’ll change your life forever, I’m
absolutely certain of it.
You’ve come this far, now it’s time to take
hold of your life and stop being held
back by ‘other’ people. Take the action
to make it happen TODAY, I promise
you won’t be disappointed.

For your Free Ebook ‘10 Top trading Tips the Pros
Don’t Tell you’ and 30-minute DVD download
Visit www.fintraders.com
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Special Bonus Gift For
The Fastest To Respond:
Free New York Times
Bestseller Book
“The Millionaire Dropout”
If you order today, I’ll also include a copy
of my New York Times bestselling book,
‘The Millionaire Dropout, Fire Your Boss,
Do What You Love & Reclaim Your life’
(ISBN 1118609484)
Let me show you how to develop the mindset of a ‘winner’ (... in all areas
of life) which is particularly helpful if you want to master the psychology of
becoming a millionaire trader.
This book normally retails for £12.99 in major bookstores but if you order the
‘Making Money From Financial Spread Trading’ home study course within THE
NEXT 48 HOURS, not only will you get it FREE, but you can keep it even if you
request a refund on the main package of material!

Remember, all you have to do
now is secure your system now!
Simply visit online at

www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk
to place your secure order or

Call 0118 947 66 30
All profits from Financial Spread Betting
and Binary Trading are TAX FREE –
you keep all your profits
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By the way, it doesn’t matter where you
live, this is worldwide business and I’m
happy to ship the course by DHL or other
reputable courier to anywhere.
Finally, to wrap this up, let me thank you
for taking the 10-12 minutes needed to
read my letter. I sincerely hope you can see
that this isn’t just ‘hyped up, pie in the sky’
information…
This really is the most exciting opportunity you’ll receive in your lifetime - and
it could make a HUGE difference in your financial life. That’s what it’s done for
me and I sincerely hope you give it the chance to do it for you too.
Kind regards

Vince Stanzione

If you have any specific questions
you can email me at
Vince@thespreadtrader.co.uk
and I promise to reply as soon as possible.

P.S. Remember, this whole package is covered by a unique
12 MONTH MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. You really can
try it out for A FULL YEAR and if you haven’t made
(AT THE VERY MINIMUM), AT LEAST £1,000 then
you can return everything for a 100% refund. You have
absolutely nothing to lose by giving it a try.
P.P.S. Be quick and I will also include a copy of The New
York Times best seller The Millionaire Dropout worth £12.99
P.P.P.S. Please take this opportunity seriously. This isn’t a ridiculous
‘Get Rich Quick’ scheme, but a genuine PROVEN system that
continues to make money for me and my students all over the
world. There really is NO REASON why YOU can’t be joining us!
Take Action Now and the package can be in
your hands within 72 hours – Order today at
www.TheSpreadTrader.co.uk
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U.K. Government Required Disclaimer –You are reminded that the price of shares and the dividends thereon
can go down as well as up. None of the following contents should be construed as an invitation to buy or sell
securities or open spread betting positions, shares or any other financial trading product. Vince Stanzione, First
Information, Making Money From Financial Spread Trading programme is purely educational and is therefore
not regulated by the Financial Services Authority (FSA). By featuring specific cases or client testimonials on
this site, we do not imply or guarantee that you will receive similar results.
Futures, CFD, Margined Foreign Exchange trading, Warrants, Options and Spread Betting carries a high level
of risk to your capital. A key risk of leveraged trading is that if a position moves against you, the customer, you
can incur additional liabilities far in excess of your initial margin deposit. Only speculate with money you can
afford to lose. Futures, CFD, Margined Foreign Exchange trading and Spread Betting may not be suitable for
all customers, therefore ensure you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent financial advice
if necessary.
U.S. Government Required Disclaimer - Commodity Futures Trading Commission. Futures and options trading
have large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to
accept them in order to invest in the futures and options markets. Don’t trade with money you can’t afford to
lose. This website is neither a solicitation nor an offer to Buy/Sell futures or options. No representation is being
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed on this website.
The past performance of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future results.
Copyright 2012 – 2016 V Stanzione, First Information, Unit 12,Tilbury Close, Caversham, READING RG4 5JF UK

Test drive with a Virtual Account.
Test the system with a no-risk virtual account.
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FREE
EBOOK

YOUR FREE GUIDE:
TEN TOP TRADING TIPS
THE PROFESSIONALS
Get Your
DON’T TELL YOU FREE
EBOOK!

✓
✓
✓

Find out how you too can trade like the
professionals, in under 30 minutes each day.

Discover the secrets of
trading world financial
markets from your sofa.

Discover how you can earn between
£100 and £2,000 per day, tax-free,
regardless of experience.

What you get:
12-page easy-to-read
eBook FREE DOWNLOAD

Learn how the experts
make huge gains
whether the market
is booming, crashing
or even flat.

30-minute Video Tutorial
FREE DOWNLOAD

Get Your Free Guide
and 30-minute Video Today:
www.FinTraders.com
Making Money From Financial Spread Trading
has been featured in these respected journals:

Free Guide and 30-minute Video Tutorial
Visit www.FinTraders.com Today

